Introduction
Interannual climate anomalies occur on a global scale as a consequence of tropical ocean-atmosphere interactions associated with the E1 Nifio-Southem Oscillation (ENSO) [e.g., Diaz and Markgraf, 1992] . Omitting continental heat sources, models of ENSO that are based upon the transfer of momentum and heat between the ocean and atmosphere have been interpreted in terms of two mechanisms: the delayed oscillator and the slow mode. The delayed oscillator mechanism [Suarez and Schopf, 1988; Battisti and Hirst, 1989 ] is attributed to coupling in the eastern Pacific that provides a positive feedback for anomaly growth. This is followed by a negative feedback that eventually reverses the anomalies through the effects of oceanic equatorial waves that propagate to, and reflect from, the western boundary. The slow-mode mechanism [Hirst, 1986 [Hirst, , 1988 ] is attributed to a slowly propagating, wind-driven sequence of oceanic divergence and convergence that is uniformly coupled everywhere to the atmosphere via sea surface temperature (SST). Because these and other mechanisms difCopyright 1998 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0148-0227/98/98JC-01464509.00 fer on where coupling occurs, further understanding of ENSO requires improved descriptions of the regional dependence of the heat and momentum transfers that occur between the ocean and the atmosphere. The present paper considers the observational basis for ENSO-related ocean-atmosphere coupling using the historical Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS) [Woodruff et al., 1987 ] data and SST derived from it [Smith et al., 1996] . We begin with the large-scale relationships between SST, sea level pressure (SLP), and surface winds. These relationships are central to understanding the workings of the ocean-atmosphere system in the tropics. Coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere is achieved by a sequence of positive and negative feedbacks that allow the system to oscillate. The atmosphere affects the ocean through surface wind stress (momentum flux), and the ocean affects the atmosphere through SST-induced heating (heat flux). Heat flux, in turn, affects SLP and hence the winds. By examining the interrelationships between these variables, inferences are drawn on the regional dependence of such couplings. We find that the exchanges of heat and momentum that are implied over the western Pacific suggest a mechanism for ENSO-like oscillations [Weisberg and Wang, 1997a, b] delayed oscillator or the slow-mode mechanisms. All of these mechanisms may be complementary, however, because they provide different feedbacks that enable the system to oscillate with each depending on coupling in different regions. The paper is organized as follows. The data are introduced in section 2. The analyses are presented in section 3, beginning with descriptions of the interannual variability and the correlations between SST and SLP anomalies over the global tropics. The focus then shifts to the fields of SST, SLP, and surface wind anomalies in the tropical Pacific as a whole and the western Pacific separately, followed by a simple thermodynamic argument for the SST and SLP relationship that is found in the west. The pattern evolution is such that easterly (westerly) wind anomalies form over the far western Pacific during the time of peak E1 Nifio (La Nifia) warming (cooling) in the east. With the equatorial western Pacific zonal wind anomalies directed opposite to those in the central Pacific a negative feedback is achieved. Section 4 provides a summary and discussion.
Data
The analysis domain is a global strip extending from 30øS to 30øN, within which the data spans a 43 year period (516 months) from 1950 through 1992. The enhanced Smith et al. [1996] data, partly derived from COADS, were used for SST owing to advantages over the original COADS as discussed by EnfieM and Mayer [1997] . The monthly COADS data with a spatial resolution of 2 ø latitude by 2 ø longitude were used for SLP and vector wind components (U, l/'). Three month running means were calculated after a bridging routine was used to fill temporal gaps. In cases where more than one month was missing the data were filled and smoothed as described by Mayer and Weisberg [1993] . All data were then rebinned into 747 boxes of dimension 4 ø latitude by 6 ø longitude. Finally, anomalies were computed by subtracting the 43 year monthly climatologies from these data. Unless stated otherwise, subsequent references to data relate to these anomalies.
Analyses
To provide a global context for tropical SST variability, a normalized SST variance field is given in Figure la, Taking the Pacific single-field first-mode SST pattern (Figure 3) as a reference (recall that its time evolution function is equivalent to the NINO3 index), we find that the western Pacific joint-field first and second SVD modes for SST (Figures  4a and 4b, respectively) This raises an interesting dilemma. While the correlation pattern between SST and SLP is obviously related to ENSO, it may not be indicative of where the most active oceanatmosphere coupling occurs either for momentum flux, latent heat flux, or the release of latent heat to the atmosphere through convection. Such interpretations are complicated by different mechanisms controlling the SST and SLP anomalies regionally. For instance, SST anomalies are minimum in the west, where the thermocline is relatively deep and the lower troposphere is almost always in a state of incipient instability (therefore also potentially deep), so that ocean-atmosphere dynamics and thermodynamics are governing; whereas they are maximum in the east, where the thermocline is shallow and the lower troposphere is relatively stable (therefore also shallow), so that ocean dynamics are primarily governing. In contrast, SLP shows comparable variability in both the east and the west. Second, a negative correlation between SST and SLP (indicative of a local hydrostatic relationship) is identified in several regions, but only in the off-equator western Pacific does SST lead SLP, suggesting causality. For the southern region, Gent [1991] shows that the ocean heats the atmosphere on an annual average, supporting the notion that SST may be causal. In summary, a reexamination of interannual anomaly fields of SST, SLP, and surface winds over the global tropics suggests that the equatorial west-central Pacific near 170øW and the western Pacific off-equator regions are important regions of ocean-atmosphere coupling for ENSO. Deducing oceanatmosphere coupling from correlations between SST and SLP is not at all obvious. Our analyses suggest that western Pacific ocean-atmosphere coupling provides a mechanism of negative feedback that tends to reverse the evolution of anomalies during the mature phases of ENSO. This mechanism is complementary to others, all of which are distinguished by the different regions where active ocean-atmosphere coupling occurs.
